
 
  

KITCHEN-TABLE BRITS BOSSING IT  
 

THE coronavirus crisis has sparked an explosion of entrepreneurs as millions of 
Brits have decided to start their own businesses from home since lockdown began. 
  
One in five adults say that they have launched their own enterprise since the start of March, 
and more than one in four are planning to do so in the future, according to a study by online 
curated marketplace notonthehighstreet, home to 5,000 of the UK’s best small creative 
businesses. 
 
Despite the perceived challenges that come with starting your own business, such as cash 
flow, time and capital, a quarter say that they have looked at starting their own enterprise in 
a more favourable light since the pandemic began, with 56% saying that choosing their own 
working hours is one of the main benefits, as well as having no boss to answer to (46%).  
 
But the new breed of at-home business people are not doing it in the hope of making a 
fortune. They are willing to earn less than £25,000 as the business gets started for the 
privilege of being their own boss – that’s £5,000 less than the average annual salary of 
£30k.  
 
Results from the study of 2,000 adults echo the experience of notonthehighstreet, 
who themselves have seen a 78% increase in the number of applications from small 
businesses wanting to sell with them since May. 
 
The platform has seen a boom in its home and food and drink categories since lockdown, 
and customers are already turning their minds to Christmas, with searches on the topic 
already double what they were last year. 
 
Notonthehighstreet small business Partners who have seen a dramatic increase in sales and 
interest during lockdown include ex-teacher Charlotte Taylor-Frape who after being 
diagnosed with cervical cancer at just 30, took up embroidery in her recovery, leading to a 
successful business Modern Floss, selling embroidered items and customised clothing with 
empowering slogans. During lockdown her orders skyrocketed and she had to work 70 hours 
a week out of her spare room turned studio to keep up with the demand.  
 
Astrophysics graduate Lucy Raff previously dreamed of joining NASA, instead she created 
her own jewellery business, Eclectic Eccentricity, which transformed when joining 
notonthehighstreet and at the start of the pandemic had a ground-breaking idea of delivering 
rainbows through people’s letterboxes. Business increased by more than 600% in lockdown, 
which has enabled her to move into premises more than 3 times bigger.  
 
Baking cakes out of her house where she lives with her parents, Abigail Awankwa of M & H 
Cake Company, joined notonthehighstreet in June. Initially baking wedding cakes, Abigail 
pivoted her business model to create post-able cakes when weddings were cancelled for the 
summer, and has since had to quit her job as a librarian due to the high demand that 
followed. 
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For those thinking of going it alone there is good news, one in two people polled are 
sympathetic to small businesses in the current climate and are actively trying to support 
them more, with 59% of these people doing so because they feel small businesses are 
suffering the most, and 47% say they enjoy the community feeling they get when shopping 
small.  
 
Out of the nation, Londoners are the most likely to have considered starting their own 
business during lockdown (63%), with Northern Ireland in second, and the North East 
coming in third.    
 
Notonthehighstreet’s Executive Director Ella D’Amato comments on the research: “Small 
businesses provide much needed strength, vibrancy and diversity to the UK economy and 
have been quick to respond to changing consumer demands through the pandemic. It is 
fantastic to see that despite the uncertain conditions, one in five people have followed their 
passion and set up their own business and, for those also planning to take this path, that 
there is a strong groundswell of support for shopping small.” 
 
Notonthehighstreet’s small business have, to date, generated more than £1 billion in sales, 
and the marketplace has created 7 top tips for those who are looking to start their own 
business adventure.  
  

1. Follow your passions - those ideas that started a fire in your belly and kept you up 
through the night are the ones that will keep you motivated through the harder times.  

2. Know your customer – Make sure you think about what will matter to them most 
and prioritise these things from the outset to set you apart from your competition 

3. Feedback - ask everyone and anyone to give you their honest thoughts on your 
product and your ideas. 

4. Make sure you can answer confidently the question "why will anybody care?" 
What's different about your business and is this enough to make it worth pursuing, or 
do you need to go back to the drawing board to find your stand out proposition? 

5. Plan for the worst - Ask yourself "what's the worst that can happen?" and scenario 
plan for each of these cases. 

6. Don't be afraid to ask for help - Surround yourself with likeminded people, seek 
mentorship or guidance in areas you are less clued up on.  

7. Know your numbers - Being clear on your costs before you commit to ensure you 
don't lose out later down the line. Research your market and analyse your expected 
profit margins to be sure your passions are rooted in profitability too 

 
  

*ENDS*  
 

For further information, expert comment or imagery please get in touch at 
Sam.Dibley@4media-group.com  
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Notonthehighstreet is the leading curated modern marketplace connecting the best small 
creative businesses with the world. The brand has gained the trust and loyalty of its 
customers through offering an alternative to the High Street: a curated product selection with 
unique designs, high-quality craftsmanship and inspiring stories about the people who make 
them.  
  
Customers choose to support small creative businesses and therefore contribute to building 
the great creative talent and community of artisans across the United Kingdom. Shopping 
with notonthehighstreet is an opportunity for customers to be a conscious consumer, 
bringing human values back into retail and enabling the things they buy to say something 
about who they are.  
  
Founded in 2006 by Holly Tucker MBE and Sophie Cornish MBE, the brand now connects 
more than 3 million customers to 5,000 creative small businesses (who we call Partners), 
from across the country, who sell through our online marketplace. Under the leadership of 
CEO Claire Davenport, notonthehighstreet offers an ever-evolving tech and data platform 
that provides opportunity for our small business to grow and thrive.  
  
Headquartered in Richmond, South West London, notonthehighstreet is Chaired by retail 
veteran Darren Shapland and backed by media and technology company, 
Hubert Burda Media and venture capitalists including Index Ventures, Industry Ventures and 
Eight Roads Ventures.  
  
Website: https://www.notonthehighstreet.com/  
Facebook/Twitter/Instagram: @notonthehighstreet   
  
Research methodology   
An online survey was conducted by Atomik Research among 2,004 adults aged 18+ from 
the UK. The research fieldwork took place on 28 August – 1 September, 2020. Atomik 
Research is an independent creative market research agency that employs MRS-certified 
researchers and abides to MRS code.  
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